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1 IntrodutionWavelets and wavelet pakets are used in a variety of appliations, inluding image om-pression [1, 2℄. In most appliations, the wavelet �lters that are used have oating pointoeÆients. For instane, if one prefers to use orthonormal �lters with an assigned numberN (N � 2) of vanishing moments and minimal �lter length, then the resulting �lter oeÆ-ients are real numbers whih an be omputed with high preision, but for whih we don'teven have a losed form expression if N > 3 [3℄. When the input data onsist of sequenesof integers (as is the ase for images), the resulting �ltered outputs no longer onsist ofintegers. Yet, for lossless oding it would be of interest to be able to haraterize the outputompletely again with integers. Relaxing the onstraint of orthonormality on the wavelet�lters makes it possible to obtain �lter oeÆients that are dyadi rationals [4, 5℄; up tosaling these �lters an be viewed as mapping integers to integers. This resaling ampli�esthe dynami range of the data onsiderably, however, so that this does not lead to reasonablelossless ompression.In this paper, we present two approahes that lead to wavelet transforms that mapintegers to integers, and whih an be used for lossless oding.The �rst approah, in setion 2, is inspired by the preoding invented by Rajiv Laroia[6℄. When integer data undergo ausal �ltering with a leading �lter oeÆient equal to 1,this preoding makes small (non-integer) adjustments to the input data resulting in integeroutputs after �ltering. In x2.1, we try to adapt this method to the subband �ltering inherentto a wavelet transform. Even though this approah annot be made to work for other waveletbases than the Haar basis, it leads to a reformulation of the original problem, by inluding2



the possibility of an expansion oeÆient. Subsetion 2.2 shows how the spei� struture ofwavelet �lters an be exploited to make this expansion oeÆient work. In x2.3, we generalizethe expansion idea to propose di�erent expansion fators for the low and the high pass �lter:for the high pass �lter, we an a�ord a larger expansion fator beause the dynami rangeof its output tends to be smaller anyway.A ompletely di�erent approah (although there are some points of ontat) is taken insetion 3. An example in [7℄ of a wavelet transform that maps integers to integers is seento be an instane of a large family of similar transforms, obtained by ombining the liftingonstrutions proposed in [8℄ with rounding-o� in a reversible way. In x3.1 we review theS transform, and in x3.2 its generalizations, the TS transform, and the S+P transform. Inx3.3 we briey review lifting, and in x4 we show how a deomposition in lifting steps an beturned into an integer transform. In general, this transform exhibits some expansion fatorsas well. However, the produt of the low- and high-pass expansion fators is now alwaysequal to 1, unlike what happened in x2. In x3.5, we show many examples.Finally, in x4 we show appliations of the two approahes to lossless image oding, andwe ompare our results with other results in the literature.Exept where spei�ed otherwise, our notations onform with the standard notations for�lters assoiated with orthonormal or biorthogonal wavelet bases, as found in e.g., [3℄.
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2 Mapping integers to integers by introduing expan-sion fators2.1 Preoding for subband �lteringWe start by reviewing briey Laroia's preoder [6℄. Suppose we have to �lter a sequene ofintegers (an)n2ZZ , with a ausal �lter (i.e., hk = 0 for k < 0) and leading oeÆient 1 (i.e.,h0 = 1). If the hk are not themselves integers, then the �ltered output bn = an +P1k=1 hkan�kwill in general not onsist of integers either. Laroia's preoder replaes the integers an bynon-integers a0n by introduing small shifts rn, in suh a way that the resulting b0n are integers.More onretely, de�ne a0n = an � rnrn = nP1k�1 hka0n�ko ;where the symbol fxg = x� bx stands for the frational part of x, and bx for the largestinteger not exeeding x. In pratie, both the an and the hk are non-zero for only �nite rangesof the indies n or k, so that the in�nite reursion is not a problem: if an = 0 for n < N ,then so are a0n and rn. If we now ompute b0n = a0n +P1k=1 hka0n�k, then we immediately seethat b0n = an + $ 1Xk=1hka0n�k%is an integer.This approah an also be used if h0 6= 1. In that ase, if we havea0n = an � rnrn = n(h0 � 1)a0n +P1k=1 hka0n�ko ; (2:1)4



then the b0n = P1k=0 hka0n�k= a0n + j(h0 � 1)a0n +P1k=1 hka0n�kk+ rn= an + j(h0 � 1)a0n +P1k=1 hka0n�kkare integers again. The situation is now slightly more ompliated, beause the rn are de�nedimpliitly. Sine both an and the a0n�k for k � 0 are known when rn needs to be determined,we an reformulate (2.1) as rn = f(1� h0)rn + yngwith yn = n(h0 � 1)an +P1k=1 hka0n�ko. Whether or not the equationr = f�r + yg (2:2)has a solution for arbitrary y 2 [0; 1) depends on the size and sign of �. As shown in Figure1, a solution fails to exist for some hoies of y if 0 < � < 2; for � � 0 or � � 2 there alwaysexists at least one solution. This range for � where (2.2) always has a solution orrespondsto jh0j � 1. When faed with having to use the preoder for ases where jh0j < 1, a simpleexpedient is to onsider a renormalized �lter, with ehn = �hn, so that jeh0j � 1. (For instane,� = h�10 will do.)In the ase of the wavelet transform, we work with several �lters, followed by deimation.In this paper, we shall always work with 2-hannel �lter banks. Assume that the two �ltersH and G are FIR, with hn = gn = 0 if n < 0 or n � 2N . Then we haves1n = Pk h2n�ks0kd1n = Pk g2n�ks0k ; (2:3)5
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Figure 1:a. For 0 < � � 1, the equation r = f�r + yg has solutions for y = y1 but not for y = y2,sine f�r + y1g intersets the diagonal, but f�r + y2g doesn't.b. For 1 � � < 2, the situation is reversed.. For � � 0 we always have at least one solution.d. Likewise for � � 2. 6



whih an be rewritten as0BBB� s1nd1n 1CCCA = Pk 0BBB� h2(n�k) h2(n�k)+1g2(n�k) g2(n�k)+1 1CCCA0BBB� s02ks02k�1 1CCCA= PNk=00BBB� h2k h2k+1g2k g2k+1 1CCCA0BBB� s02(n�k)s02(n�k)�1 1CCCA (2:4)
(This orresponds to a polyphase deomposition of the �lters; see e.g., [9, 10℄.) If we de�neHk = 0BBB� h2k h2k+1g2k g2k+1 1CCCA, with 0 � k � N � 1, then (2.4) an be read as a 2D analog to thesituation above; now eah an or bn is a 2-vetor, with an = (s02ns02n�1)T , and bn = (s0nd0n)T .For an arbitrary 2-vetor a = (a1a2)T we introdue the notationsfag = 0BBB� fa1gfa2g 1CCCA ; ba = 0BBB� ba1ba2 1CCCA :We an now generalize Laroia's preoder by de�ninga0n = an � rnrn = n(H0 � Id)a0n +PN�1k=1 Hka0n�ko = f(Id�H0)rn + yng ; (2:5)with yn = n(H0 � Id)an +PN�1k=1 Hka0n�ko. If the equations (2.5) for rn an indeed be solved,then we �nd, as before, that the b0n = n�1Xk=0Hka0n�konsist of only integer entries. It is not lear, however, that the equationr = f(Id�H0)r + yg (2:6)always has solutions, for any y 2 [0; 1)� [0; 1). Indeed, for the Haar ase, whereH0 = 0BBB� 1p2 1p2� 1p2 1p2 1CCCA7



one heks that (2.6) has no solution if y1 = 14 ; y2 = 12 .The simple expedient of \renormalizing" H0 to �H0 works here as well. Let us replaethe orthonormal �ltering (2.3) and its inverses0k =Xn hh2n�ks1n + g2n�kd1niby saled versions: es1n = �Pk h2n�ks0k; ed1n = �Pk g2n�ks0ks0k = Pn h��1h2n�kes1n + ��1g2n�k ed1ni :The polyphase regrouping then uses the matriesfHk = 0BBB� �h2k �h2k+1�g2k �g2k+1 1CCCA = 0BBB� � 00 � 1CCCAHk ;the orresponding equations for r1; r2 beomer1 = f(1� �h0)r1 + (y1 � �h1r2)gr2 = f(1� �g1)r2 + (y2 � �g0r1)g : (2:7)For the speial ase where the wavelet basis is the Haar basis, i.e., h0 = h1 = 1p2 = g1 = �g0,with all other hn; gn = 0, we an hoose � = � = p2. The system for r1; r2 redues then tor1 = fy1 � r2gr2 = fy2 + r1gwhih has the easy solution r1 = ny1�y22 o ; r2 = n y1+y22 o for arbitrary y1; y2 2 [0; 1). Unfortu-nately, things are not as easy for orthonormal wavelet �lters of higher order. When N > 1,orthonormality of the wavelet �lters impliesh2N�2g0 + h2N�1g1 = 0h2N�2h0 + h2N�1h1 = 0 ;8



where h2N�1 6= 0. Hene h0g1 = h1g0 or detH0 = 0.This implies that r = f(Id� �H0)r + yg (2:8)annot be solved for arbitrary y 2 [0; 1)2, regardless of the hoie of �, as shown by thefollowing argument. Suppose that for a given y in the interior of [0; 1)2, r solves (2.8). Thenthere exists n 2 ZZ2 so that r + n = (Id� �H0)r + y ;or �H0r + n = y. Sine both r and y are in [0; 1)2, it follows that knk is bounded bysome C > 0, uniformly in y. Sine detH0 = 0, there exists a 2-vetor e in IR2 so that�H0IR2 � f�e;� 2 IRg. Take now f?e, and onsider y0 = y + �f . Sine y was hosen inthe interior of [0; 1)2, y0 still lies within [0; 1)2 for suÆiently small �. Suppose r0 is theorresponding solution of (2.8), �H0r0 + n0 = y0 = y + �f :Taking inner produts of both sides with f leads tohn0; fi = hy; fi+ �kfk2 ; or� = hn0 � y; fi=kfk2 :Sine the right hand side an take on only a �nite set of values (sine n0 2 ZZ2; kn0k � C),this an only hold for �nitely many values of �, and not for the interval around 0 for whihy0 = y + �f is within [0; 1)2. (Note that the same no-go argument still works if we replae �by a diagonal matrix A, orresponding to a non-uniform expansion; in that ase it suÆesto hoose f?AH0IR2.) 9



There exists a way around this problem, whih exploits that the yn are not really inde-pendent of the an or rn, as we have impliitly assumed here. This is the subjet of the nextsubsetion.2.2 Uniform expansion fatorsFor the Haar �lter, we were looking in the last subsetion at the equation0BBB� y1y2 1CCCA = 0BBB� n1n2 1CCCA+ �0BBB� 1p2 1p2� 1p2 1p2 1CCCA0BBB� r1r2 1CCCAFor � = 1, n1; n2 2 ZZ and r1; r2 2 [0; 1), the possible values taken on by the right hand siderange over the union of tilted squares shown in Figure 2a, whih learly do not over thesquare [0; 1)2. For � = p2, the tilted squares are blown up so that their union does not leaveany gaps.In the Haar ase, the di�erent pairs (s02k; s02k�1) remain niely deoupled in the subband�ltering proess, whih enabled us to redue the whole analysis to a 2D argument. As wesaw above, the most naive way to redue to 2D does not work for longer �lters; a solutionto the problem at the end of the last setion is possible only by taking into aount to someextent the oupling between the pairs (s02k; s02k�1) in the �ltering proess. To do this, weshall �rst onsider the full problem, for the omplete data sequene, and try to arry outa redution to fewer dimensions at a later stage. Imagine that the initial data onstitute a�nite sequene (of length L) of integers, a 2 ZZL. The subband �ltering operator H an now
10
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a Figure 2:a. For H0 = 0BBB� 1p2 1p2� 1p2 1p2 1CCCA, the union Sn2ZZ2(H0[0; 1)2 + n) does not over [0; 1)2.
b. and . As � � 1 inreases, the set [0; 1)2nSn2ZZ2(�H0[0; 1)2 + n) beomes smaller;the gap loses for � = p2.be viewed as an L� L-matrix, whih deomposes into 2� 2 bloks (see x2.1).

H = 0BBBBBBBBBBBBB�
H0 H1 H2 � � � HN�3 HN�2 HN�1 0 0 � � � 00 H0 H1 � � � HN�4 HN�3 HN�2 HN�1 0 � � � 0... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...H1 H2 H3 � � � HN�2 HN�1 0 0 0 � � � H0

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA(We have here given H a irulant-struture to deal with the �nite length of the data se-quene, whih amounts to periodizing the data. Other ways of extending the data, suh asreetions or interpolation tehniques, an also be used. This would hange only the �rst andlast few rows and olumns of the matrix, and it would not a�et our argument signi�antly,although we would, of ourse, have to take those hanges into aount near the start andend of the signal. We have also impliitly assumed that L is even here, whih is usually the11



ase; odd L an be handled as well, but are slightly more triky.)In general, Ha 62 ZZL if a 2 ZZL. An appropriate shift of Ha will bring it bak to ZZL.More preisely, if � is a fundamental region in IRL for the lattie ZZL, then we an �ndf 2 � so that Ha+ f 2 ZZL. In order for the transform a �! Ha+ f to be invertible,we must require that if a 6= a0, then Ha+ f 6= Ha0 + f 0, or sine H itself is invertible,H�1f 6= H�1f 0 + (a0 � a). This will be satis�ed if H�1�T(H�1�+ n) = 0 for n 2 ZZL,n 6= 0. The Haar example shows us already that it may not be possible to �nd suh afundamental region � without introduing an expansion fator. If we do use an expansionfator �, then we are dealing with the transform a �! �Ha+ f instead, and the suÆientondition for invertibility beomesH�1(��1�)\H�1(��1� + n) = f0g for all n 2 ZZLnf0g : (2:9)(In this setion we onsider uniform dilation fators only; non-uniform dilations, with di�er-ent expansion fators for high and low-pass parts, will be onsidered in the next subsetion.)Given any bounded fundamental region �, (2.9) will always be satis�ed for suÆiently large�; the hallenge is, for a given H, to �nd a \reasonable" � for whih � is as small as possible.(Sine the goal of this approah is to develop a pratial lossless oding sheme with wavelets,the region � must be tratable for numerial omputations. In the Haar ase of last setion,we had � = [0; 1)L, and � = p2.) It will be useful below, when we try to onstrut expliit�, to relax the ondition that � be exatly a fundamental region and to require insteadthat � ontain a fundamental region. Renaming ��1� = �, we have therefore the followinghallenge:Find � � IRN suh that 12



� �0 = �� ontains a fundamental region for ZZL with � � 1 as small as we an get it)(2:10)� H�1�T(H�1� + n) = f0g for all n 2 ZZL; n 6= 0. (2:11)In order to redue the problem to a smaller size and make the searh for a suitable � moretratable, we shall here restrit ourselves to speial � of the form� = 
� 
� : : :� 
 ;where 
 � IR2 suh that 
0 = �
 ontains a fundamental region for ZZ2. This still enablesus to exploit the 2� 2-blok struture of H.Let us look at this problem for the simplest example beyond the Haar ase, whih usesthe 4-tap �lters h0 = 1+p34p2 ; h1 = 3+p34p2 ; h2 = 3�p34p2 ; h3 = 1�p34p2 ;g0 = �h3 ; g1 = h2 ; g2 = �h1 ; h3 = h0 :Introduing the unitary matriesU = 12p2 0BBB� 1 +p3 1�p3p3� 1 1 +p3 1CCCAV = 12 0BBB� 1 p3�p3 1 1CCCA ;we an rewrite the matries H0 and H1 (the only non-zero Hk) in this ase asH0 = U 0BBB� 1 00 0 1CCCAV ; H1 = U 0BBB� 0 00 1 1CCCAV :13



(This is in fat a di�erent way of writing the fatorization of [11℄ for this partiular ase.)It follows that H = UfHV, where U and V are matries with the 2� 2 bloks U resp.V , on the diagonal, and zeros elsewhere, and where
fH =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
1 0 0 0 � � � � � � 0 00 0 0 1 � � � � � � 0 0... ... 1 0 0 0 ... ...... ... 0 0 0 1 ... ...0 0 � � � � � � � � � � � � 1 00 1 � � � � � � � � � � � � 0 0

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:

Note that fHf (and therefore fH�1f as well) is just a permutation of the even entries of f . Itfollows that if e� is a produt of 2D regions, e� = e
� : : :� e
, with e
 � [a1; a2)� [b1; b2) = Rthen fHe� � R� : : :� R. In partiular, any e� that is already of the form R � : : :� R isinvariant under fH or fH�1. This suggests the following strategy for �nding a suitable 
that would satisfy all our requirements. Take 
 suh that U�
 is a retangle with itssides parallel to the axes; then U�� = U�
� : : :� U�
 will be left invariant by fH, sothat H�1� = (V �U�
� : : :� V �U�
), and our suÆient ondition redues to a set of 2Drequirements. In partiular, the last part (2.11) of the suÆient ondition redues toV �U�
\(V �U�
 + n) = f0g for n 2 ZZ2nf0g :Sine U�
 = [a1; a2)� [b1; b2) = R, this an be rewritten asR\(R + V n) = f0g for n 2 ZZ2nf0gor R� R\V ZZ2 = f0g ;14



where we have used the notationR� R = fx� y; x; y 2 Rg= fz = (u; v); juj < a2 � a1; jvj < b2 � b1g :Note that this set is symmetri around the origin, even if R isn't. We an therefore assume,without loss of generality, that R is entered around the origin, so that the ondition reduesto 2RÆ\V ZZ2 = f0g or 2(V �R)Æ\ZZ2 = f0g ;where BÆ denotes the interior of the set B.In summary, we are thus looking for a retangle Ra;b = [�a; a)� [�b; b) suh that� �URa;b ontains a fundamental region for ZZ2� 2(V �Ra;b)Æ TZZ2 = f0g.We would like to �nd a; b so that � is as small as possible. We start by onstruting oneandidate for Ra;b, and omputing the orresponding �. The following tehnial lemma willbe useful in our onstrution:Lemma 2.1 Start with a parallelogram P that is a fundamental region for ZZ2 in IR2. Forma hexagon � � P by piking six points on the boundary of P so that opposite verties are on-gruent modulo ZZ2 and so that no three of the six points are olinear. Then any parallelogrameP that ontains � also ontains the interior of a fundamental region of ZZ2.Proof 1 See Appendix A.(Note that as a fundamental region for ZZ2, P annot be open nor losed. Likewise, eP ouldfail to ontain a true fundamental region if eP ontained too little of � eP .)15



Corollary 2.2 Any parallelogram symmetri around 0 that ontains the points (12 ; 0); (0; 12)and either (12 ; 12) or (12 ;�12) ontains the interior of a fundamental region for ZZ2.Let us apply this to our problem. We start with the seond requirement, thatRÆa;b T 12V ZZ2 = f0g.Sine V is an orthogonal matrix, 12V ZZ2 is a (tilted) square lattie. It therefore makes sense(beause of symmetry onsiderations) to hoose Ra;b itself to be a square, i.e., a = b. Thelargest possible value for a is then p34 . (It suÆes to hek the points (1; 0); (0; 1) and (1;�1)in ZZ2.)Next, we hek the other requirement. We have�URa;b = �URp34 ;p34= f(x; y) 2 IR2; j(1 +p3)x+ (p3� 1)yj � p3p2�; j(1�p3)x+ (1 +p3)yj � p3p2�g :A straightforward appliation of Corollary 2.2 shows that this ontains a fundamental regionfor ZZ2 if � � p2.Remark 1 There exist other solutions, in whih Ra;b is not a square. In fat, we ouldjust as well have replaed our hoie b = p34 with the smaller value b = 1+p38 , and obtainedthe same value for �. This hange of b orresponds to trimming the Ra;b slightly in a non-essential way, whih redues the overlap of the �URa;b in the diretion where we had roomto spare. One an also �nd ompletely di�erent Ra;b, with very di�erent aspet ratios, thatavoid 12V ZZ2. These lead to worse �, however.
16



This approah an also be used for longer �lters, and even for biorthogonal pairs. Forthe general biorthogonal ase, the L� L wavelet matrix H is of the type
H =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
h0 h1 � � � � � � h2N�2 h2N�1 0 0 � � � � � �g0 g1 � � � � � � g2N�2 g2N�1 0 0 � � � � � �0 0 h0 h1 � � � � � � h2N�2 h2N�1 0 � � �0 0 g0 g1 � � � � � � g2N�2 g2N�1 0 � � �... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAwith
H�1 =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
eh0 eg0 0 0 � � � � � �eh1 eg1 0 0 � � � � � �eh2 eg2 eh0 eg0 0 � � �eh3 eg3 eh1 eg1 0 � � �... ... ... ... ... ...

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAwhere Pn hnehn+2k = Æk;0, egn = (�1)nh�n�1+2N , gn = (�1)neh�n�1+2N . We assume that h0and h1 are not both zero (same for eh0; eh1), but we plae no suh restritions on the �nal�lter taps, so that our notation an aommodate biorthogonal �lters of unequal length(whih is always the ase when the �lter lengths are odd, as in the very popular 9-7 �lterpair [4℄).Leaving the irulant nature of H�1 aside, H�1 onsists of repeats of the two rows� � � 0 0 eh2N�2 eg2N�2 eh2N�4 eg2N�4 � � � eh0 eg0 0 0 � � �� � � 0 0 eh2N�1 eg2N�1 eh2N�3 eg2N�3 � � � eh1 eg1 0 0 � � �with o�sets of 2 at eah repeat. 17



Sine h0eh2N�2 + h1eh2N�1 = 0 and h2N�2eh0 + h2N�1eh1 = 0, the two 2� 2 matries at thestart and at the end of this repeating blok are again singular. De�ne ratios � and � so that�h1 = eh2N�2; �h0 = �eh2N�1; and �eh1 = h2N�2; �eh0 = �h2N�1 ;and de�ne the matries A = 0BBB� h1 eh0�h0 eh1 1CCCA B = 0BBB� � 11 �� 1CCCA :Then 0BBB� eh2N�2 eg2N�2eh2N�1 eg2N�1 1CCCA = 0BBB� �h1 h1��h0 �h0 1CCCA = A0BBB� 1 00 0 1CCCAB0BBB� eh0 eg0eh1 eg1 1CCCA = 0BBB� eh0 ��eh0eh1 ��eh1 1CCCA = A0BBB� 0 00 1 1CCCAB :It follows that H�1 has a struture reminisent of (2.11),
H�1 = A0BBBBBBBBBBBBB�

... ... ...� � � 0 0 1 0� � � 0 0 0 0 C1 : : : CN�2 0 0 0 0 � � �0 1 0 0 � � �... ... ...
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCAB ; (2:12)

where A and B have the 2� 2 bloks A, respetively B, on the diagonal, and zero entrieselsewhere. The 2� 2 matries Ck are de�ned byCk = A�1 0BBB� eh2N�2�2k eg2N�2�2keh2N�1�2k eg2N�1�2k 1CCCAB�1 :Note that sine H�1 is invertible, both A and B, and therefore also A and B must be invert-ible. (In the orthogonal ase, this an be seen immediately beause detA = h20 + h21; detB = �1� �2.)We an now follow the same strategy as before: we try to �nd 
 � IR2 so that18



� �
 ontains a fundamental region for ZZ2� H�1(
� : : :� 
)T [H�1(
� : : :� 
) + n℄ = 0 for all n 2 ZZL, n 6= 0. (2:13)We shall take the ansatz 
 = B�1Ra;b. On the other hand, we de�ne e
 = AR;d; for appro-priate ; d, we then have H�1(
� : : :� 
) � e
� : : :� e
 :Indeed, it suÆes that Ra;b + C1Ra;b + � � �+ CN�2Ra;b � R;d : (2:14)This, in turn, is assured if0BBB� 1 +PN�2`=1 jC`;1;1j PN�2`=1 jC`;1;2jPN�2`=1 jC`;2;1j 1 +PN�2`=1 jC`;2;2j 1CCCA0BBB� ab 1CCCA = 0BBB� d 1CCCA : (2:15)(Of ourse (2.14) may be satis�ed for hoies of a; b; ; d where (2.15) is not, but in pra-tie, for the �lter pairs we onsidered, not muh is lost.) Finally, if 2ARÆ;dTZZ2 = f0g orRÆ;dT 12A�1ZZ2 = f0g, then the seond part of (2.13) is satis�ed.Let us see how this works on the example of the 6-tap orthogonal �lter with three van-ishing moments, h0 = :332671 h1 = :806891 h2 = :459878h3 = �:135011 h4 = �:085441 h5 = :035226 :
19



Beause of orthogonality, � equals � with � = � = h�h1 ' �:1059; moreover both A andB are orthogonal matries (up to an overall onstant eah),A = (h20 + h21) 12 0BBB� os � sin �� sin � os � 1CCCA B = (1 + �2) 12 0BBB� os' sin'sin' � os' 1CCCA ;with � = artan h0h1 ; ' = artan 1� . We now want to determine ; d so thatRÆ;d T 12A�1ZZ2 = f0g.Sine A onsists of a rotation ombined with an overall saling, 12A�1ZZ2 is a square lattie,and it makes sense to hoose  = d, as in the 4-tap ase. The largest possible value for  = dis then h12(h20+h21) ' :5296.On the other hand, beause the �lters are so short, we have only one matrix C1,C1 = 1(h20 + h21)(1 + �2) 0BBB� h1 �h0h0 h1 1CCCA0BBB� h2 h3h3 �h2 1CCCA0BBB� � 11 �� 1CCCA = 0BBB� 0 :5461�:5461 0 1CCCAAording to (2.15), we then have0BBB� ab 1CCCA = 0BBB� 1 :5461:5461 1 1CCCA�10BBB� d 1CCCA ' 0BBB� :3425:3425 1CCCAFinally, it remains to determine � so that �
 = �B�1Ra;b ontains a fundamental region forZZ2. �B�1Ra;b is the tilted square delimited by �x + y = �a�(�2 + 1); x� �y = �b�(�2 + 1);by Corollary 2.2 this ontains a fundamental region if (12 ; 0); (0; 12) and (�12 ; 12) are inluded,leading to d � j�j+12a(1+�2) ' 1:5965. This expansion fator is signi�antly worse than the fatorp2 obtained for the 4-tap orthornormal �lter earlier. In fat, applying this same strategyto the family of all 6-tap orthonormal �lters with at least one vanishing moment, leads to� � p2 in all ases, with the minimum � = p2 attained only for the 4-tap �lter. In thenext subsetion, we shall see that better results for orthonormal �lters an be obtained vianon-uniform expansion fators. 20



The same strategy an also be used for biorthogonal �lters. For the simple �lter pairh0 = �18 = h4; h1 = 14 = h3; h2 = 34 ; other hn = 0eh1 = eh3 = 12 ; eh2 = 1; other ehn = 0 ;the matries A, B, and C areA = 0BBB� 14 018 12 1CCCA B = 0BBB� 0 11 14 1CCCA C = 0BBB� 0 4�74 0 1CCCA ;leading to the hoies C = 2; d = 1, and a = 13 ; b = 512 . Then �B�1Ra;b ontains (12 ; 0); (0; 12)and (�12 ; 12) (and therefore a fundamental region for ZZ2) if � � 32 . In this ase it is not lear,however, what a uniform expansion fator really means, sine the two �lters h and eh neednot have the same normalization in a biorthogonal sheme|as indeed they don't in thisexample, where Pn hn = 1;Pn ehn = 2. One ould explore \renormalized" versions, replainghn with Æhn and ehn with Æ�1ehn, and �nd the orresponding expansion fators. This amountsto the same as introduing nonuniform expansion fators, the subjet of the next subsetion.2.3 Di�erent expansion fators for the high- and low-pass hannelsNothing fores us, when we introdue our expansion fator, to hoose the same expansionfor the high pass hannel as for the low pass hannel; allowing for di�erent fators may leadto better results. In pratie, the dynami ranges of the two hannels on (natural) imagesare very di�erent, and this might be another reason to onsider di�erent expansion fators.The analysis is very similar to what was done in the previous subsetion. We replae theuniform fator � by a pair (�L; �H), and we denote by � the operation whih multiplies theodd-indexed entries a2k+1 of � 2 ZZL with �L, the even-indexed entries a2k by �H . We again21



seek a subset � � IRL that satis�es (2.11) and suh that �� ontains a fundamental regionfor ZZL. We an now seek to minimize �L (whih leads to the least inrease in dynamialrange as we keep iterating the wavelet �ltering) or the produt �L�H (to minimize the impaton the high-low, low-high hannels that detet horizontal and vertial edges in 2D-images).As a warm-up, let's look at the Haar ase again. We an on�ne our analysis to IR2 andZZ2. A pair of expansion fators (�L; �H) will work if we an �nd a set 
 in IR2 so that� 
 is a fundamental region for ZZ2� H�10 ��1
T(H�10 ��1
 + n) = 0 for n 2 ZZ2; n 6= 0,where � denotes now the 2� 2 matrix, � = 0BBB� �L 00 �H 1CCCA. Let's take 
 = [�12 ; 12)2, sothat 
Æ is symmetri with respet to the origin, onsistent with our analysis of longer�lters in x2.2; this learly satis�es the �rst requirement. Then ��1
 is the retangle[��L2 ; �L2 )� [��H2 ; �H2 ). The matrixH�10 rotates this by 45Æ, to a tilted retangle bounded byy = x� 1p2��1H ; y = �x� 1p2��1L (see Figure 3). In order to satisfy the seond requirement,this tilted retangle an have area at most 1, or �H�L � 1. Can we hoose �L; �H so as toahieve the extremum �H�L = 1? In that ase H�10 ��1
 must be a fundamental region itself.For this, it is suÆient that (0; 12); (12 ; 0) and (12 ; 12) 2 H�10 ��1
, or 12 � 1p2��1H ; 1 � 1p2��1L .This leads to the hoies �H = p2; �L = 1p2 , whih do indeed satisfy �L�H = 1. For the Haarase, we an therefore �nd a non-uniform expansion matrix orresponding with a global ex-pansion fator of 1 (i.e., no net expansion fator), a signi�ant gain over the uniform ase.
22
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(-1/2,-1/2) (1/2,-1/2)

(-1/2,1/2) (1/2,1/2)

a c

Figure 3:a. The square 
 = h�12 ; 12�2b. Applying ��1 leads to ����1L2 ; ��1L2 �� ����1H2 ; ��1H2 �. Applying next H�10 leads to the retangle given by jy � xj � ��1Hp2 ; jy + xj � ��1Lp2 .This ontains (12 ; 0); (0; 12) and (12 ; 12) if �H � p2; �L � 1p2 .Note that the total transform �H0 is then given by0BBB� xy 1CCCA! 0BBB� x+y2x� y 1CCCA ;a (non-orthonormal) form of the Haar transform often used in pratie, and one for whihit has long been known that it ould be made into a map of integers to integers, alled theS-transform [7℄. We shall ome bak to this later.After this warm-up, let's onsider longer �lters. We an re-use muh of what was done23



in the previous setion. The fatorization (2.12) beomes now
H�1��1 = A0BBBBBBBBBBBBB�

... ... ...� � � 0 0 1 0� � � 0 0 0 0 C1 : : : CN�2 0 0 0 0 � � �0 1 0 0 � � �... ... ...
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCAB��1 ;

whih suggests that we seek 
 = �B�1Ra;b suh that (�H)�1(
� : : :� 
) � (AR;d � : : :� AR;d)where RÆ;d T 12A�1ZZ2 = f0g. Let us hek what this leads to in a few examples. We �rsttake the 4-tap orthonormal �lter. In that ase, there are no C-matries to worry about, andwe have  = a; d = b. The matrix A (= Y � in the notations of the �rst part of x2.2) is stillthe same rotation, so we still hoose R;d to be the square given by  = d = p34 . Beause�L 6= �H , the set �B�1Ra;b will no longer be a square; it is the parallellogram
 = f(x; y); ���(1 +p3) x�L + (1�p3) y�H ��� � p62���(p3� 1) x�L + (p3 + 1) y�H ��� � p62 g :If we assume �L � �H , then the ondition �L � 1+p3p6 already ensures that (12 ; 0) and (0; 12) 2 
.If we pik the minimal �L = 1+p3p6 ' 1:1, does there exist a solution for �H and how largedoes it need to be? With the notation �H = �L � Æ, with Æ � 1, the parallellogram 
 on-tains the point (12 ; 12) (and therefore also a fundamental region for ZZ2) if ���1 + 1�p31+p3 1Æ ��� � 1, orÆ � p3+12 , leading to the solution �H = 2+p3p6 ' 1:6. The produt �L�H is then 5+3p36 ' 1:7,an improvement over �2 = 2 in the uniform expansion ase, although it is not as spetaularas in the Haar ase.Our next example is the 6-tap orthonormal �lter also onsidered in x2.2. We keep againthe same R;d as before, with  = d ' :5296. The square Ra;b is also not hanged, with24



a = b ' :3425. It then remains to determine �L; �H (minimizing either �L or �L�H) so that�B�1Ra;b ontains a fundamental region. We have�B�1Ra;b = f(x; y); ���� x�L + y�H ��� � a(�2 + 1) ;��� x�L � � y�H ��� � b(�2 + 1)g :This parallellogram ontains (12 ; 0); (0; 12) and (�12 ; 12), and therefore a fundamental region forZZ2, if �L = 12a(�2+1) ' 1:4437; �H = 12a(1�j�j)(1+�2) ' 1:6147. Again the produt �L�H ' 2:3310is smaller than the orresponding (1:5965)2 ' 2:5490 in the uniform expansion ase, but thegain is not as dramati as in the Haar ase; in partiular, we still have �L�H > 1. Moreover,even �L is still larger than p2.Finally, let's revisit the biorthogonal example at the end of x2.2. Again, the values of; d, and a; b an be arried over, and we onsider�B�1Ra;b = �(x; y); ���� y�H ���� � 13 ; ���� x�L + y4�H ���� � 512� :This ontains (12 ; 0); (0; 12) and (�12 ; 12) if �L = 65 ; �H = 32 , a gain over uniform expansion,but still a rather large prie to pay, when ompared to the Haar ase (where we obtained�L < 1!).In the next setion, a di�erent approah is explained, whih goes beyond the redution to2D used so far, and whih enables us to redue any wavelet �ltering to a map from integersto integers without global expansion. In fat, this amounts to onstruting appropriate sets� without using produts of 2D regions by using a di�erent representation of the �lteringoperations.
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A AppendixProof of Lemma 3.1.Lemma A.1 Let P be a parallelogram that is a fundamental region for ZZ2, and let A1; A2; A3be three points on the boundary of P suh that� A0j, the mirror image of Aj with respet to the enter of P , is ongruent with Aj moduloZZ2 (j = 1; 2; or 3)� no three points among A1; A2; A3; A01; A02; A03 are olinear.Let 
 be the hexagon with verties A1; A2; A3; A01; A02; A03. Then any losed parallelogram Qthat ontains 
 also ontains a fundamental region for ZZ2.(Note that 
 is a strit subset of a fundamental region, and is therefore not a fundamentalregion itself.)Proof 2 Without loss of generality, we an assume that P is entered around the origin.Beause of the prohibition of olinearity, the six points must be distributed among thefour sides of P , with two points eah on two opposite sides, and one point eah on theremaining two sides. If none of the points Aj; A0j lies on a vertex of P , then we an assume (byrenumbering if neessary) that A1; A2; and A3 are three onseutive orners of the hexagon
, lying on three di�erent sides of P ; see Figure 6a. (If one of the Aj; A0j lies on a vertex, asin Figure 6b, then the rest of this proof needs to be hanged in a straightforward way; weleave this as an exerise for the reader.)
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Figure 4:a. The parallelogram P (with verties C12; C23; C 012; and C 023) and the insribedhexagon 
, with assoiated triangles 412;423;4012 and 4023. All the e and b versionsof the triangles are drawn, but only f412 and 412 have been labelled.b. A speial ase where some verties of 
 oinide with verties of P .27



Denote by C12 the vertex of P that separates A1 from A2, and similarly by C23 the vertexthat separates A2 from A3. We denote their opposites, whih separate A01 from A02, A02 fromA03, respetively, by C 012 and C 023.The original fundamental region P is the union of the hexagon 
 and four triangles 412(with verties A1; A2; C12), 423 (verties A2; A3; C23), 4012 (verties A01; A02; C 012), and 4013(verties A01; A03; C 013). For eah of the triangles 4ij we de�ne the two triangles 4ij and f4ijby 4ij = 4ij � Ai + A0i, f4ij = 4ij � Aj + A0j; 40ij and f40ij are de�ned analogously. Everyone of the four original triangles is ongruent modZZ2 with its b and e versions.Suppose there exists a parallelogram Q that ontains 
 and that does not ontain afundamental region for ZZ2. If the parallel lines that bound Q do not touh 
, we may reduetheir separation until they do. Let R be the resulting redued parallelogram, bounded bythe parallel lines L; L0 and M;M 0, eah of whih is inident with 
. Let x be a point in P sothat R does not ontain any point ongruent to x mod ZZ2. Then x 2 4ij or 40ij for somei; j, and there exist points bx; ex in the orresponding 4;f4 that are ongruent to x mod ZZ2.Observe that if L; L0 are parallel lines through opposite verties j; j 0 then exatly two of thepoints x; ex; bx lie between L and L0. Similarly for M;M 0. Hene one of the points x; ex; bx liesin the parallelogram R bounded by L; L0 and M;M 0, whih is a ontradition.
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